This newsletter celebrates faculty research related to the March 2017 - August 2017 time period. There is much to celebrate: during that time frame, collectively the faculty published 25 articles, book chapters and books. Ten articles or book chapters were accepted for publication, and faculty undertook 49 presentations at conferences and other events across the globe. Faculty negotiated 3 book contracts and were also successful in garnering $121,420 in grant funding. The newsletter is listed alphabetically by topic area.
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Business, Tax and Charity/Succession Law

Publications


Presentations

Colin Campbell. Special lecture on taxpayer migration at the Tax Law for Lawyers program (CBA/CTF), June 1, 2017.


Book Contracts


Grants and Awards

Christopher Nicholls, Co-applicant on SSHRC Insight Grant with Mohamed Khimji, Queens University, “Shareholder democracy in public corporations - an empirical and economic Analysis”.
Other


Colin Campbell Revised taxation chapter of the Canada Valuation Service published in July 2017 by Thomson Reuters


Carl MacArthur. Publication agreement with Thomson Reuters to produce a series of supplements for “Taxation of Corporate Reorganizations (looseleaf service)”

Contracts and Torts

Publications


Accepted for Publication:

Presentations


Zoe Sinel. "Amatory Torts and the Limits of Tort Law” at The Canadian Law of Obligations 2017: Innovations, Innovators, and the Next 20 Years. (University of British Columbia, Peter A Allard School of Law; Vancouver, B.C.; May 5-6, 2017.)

Other

Stephen Pitel. Appointed to editorial board of the Journal of Private International Law


Stephen Pitel. 8 posts to e-mail list for Canadian private international law scholars commenting on recent developments

Zoe Sinel. "Amatory Torts and the Limits of Tort Law" at the Tort Law Research Group Seminar. (University of Western Ontario, Faculty of Law; London, ON; April 12, 2017.)

Environmental and Natural Resources Law

Publications

Accepted for Publication


Grants and Awards

David Grinlinton, Faculty Research Development Fund Award, University of Auckland, for collaborative research on "Access to Green Spaces: Using Property Rights to facilitate greater protection of, and access to, areas of natural and ecologically significant areas (in collaboration with Newcastle Law School, University of Newcastle, UK), March-October 2017.

Presentations


Book Contracts

Peter Salmon & David Grinlinton (General Editors), Environmental Law in New Zealand (Thomson Reuters, Wellington, forthcoming) (1200pp)
Intellectual Property, Information and Technology Law

Publications


Accepted for Publication:


Presentations


Grants and Awards

Margaret Ann Wilkinson, co-applicant with Professor Mistrale Goudreau, SSHRC Connections Grant for $22, 270 for “Nouveaus Paradigmes en propriété industrielle.”

Other


**International Law (including Conflict of Laws/Private International Law)**

**Publications**


Accepted for Publication:


Presentations


Chios Carmody. “Modes of Logic in WTO and International Law” Third Sociological Inquiries into International Law Conference, University of Copenhagen Faculty of Law, Saturday April 29, 2017.


Valerie Oosterveld, ‘Key Gender-Sensitive Decisions and Processes at the Special Court for Sierra Leone’, Lessons Learned from the Special Court for Sierra Leone’s Prosecution of Sexual and Gender-Based Violence, Missions of Canada and Sierra Leone to the United Nations, held at UN Headquarters in New York, April 25, 2017.

**Grants and Awards**

Valerie Oosterveld, Western University Faculty Scholar designation (2017-2019).

**Other**


Valerie Oosterveld, organizer, *Lessons Learned from the Special Court for Sierra Leone’s Prosecution of Sexual and Gender-Based Violence*, Missions of Canada and Sierra Leone to the United Nations, held at UN Headquarters in New York, April 25, 2017.

**Legal Education**

**Presentations**

Doug Ferguson. Panelist at the joint conference of the Association for Canadian Clinical Legal Education and the Canadian Association of Law Teachers in Victoria, BC in June on the topic of experiential legal education.


**Other**


**Legal Ethics**

**Publications**


**Accepted for Publication**

Stephen G.A. Pitel & Liam Ledgerwood, “Judicial Confidentiality in Canada” [forthcoming in Queen’s LJ]

**Presentations**


Stephen Pitel. “Revising Canada’s Ethical Rules for Judges Returning to Practice” for the National Judicial Institute in Quebec City on June 14, 2017.


Stephen Pitel. Panelist for presentation on ethical issues relating to attending and presenting at tax law conferences for the Tax Court of Canada in Montreal on April 19, 2017.


**Other**


Legal History

Publications


Presentations


Property Law

Publications


Book Contracts

David Grinlinton, "Housing Law and Policy" (LexisNexis: Wellington, forthcoming) (500pp+)

Public Health Law

Publications


Presentations


Thomas Telfer. “A Conversation about Mental Health: Why Does It Have to be Brave?” Byron Public Library, London ON (May 2017) (invited)


Grants and Awards

Jacob Shelley, Leia Minaker et al. Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Catalyst Grant – Ethics, $99,150, “Selling Health: How do pharmacists consider their ethical conduct in relation to front-of-store sales?”
Other

Jacob J. Shelley, “Webinar: The Role of Law in Marketing” Stop Marketing to Kids Coalition (Edmonton, Alberta, May 8).


Thomas Telfer. Feature Story -“Suicide Prevention and Mental Health Advocate Thomas Telfer Shares His Story” (2017) 18:2 Imprint 13 (A Publication of St. Joseph’s Health Care, London, ON)

Public Law (including Constitutional, Criminal, Labour, Social Justice)

Publications


Accepted for Publication:


Presentations

Kate Glover. “Towards a Manifesto — Anchoring the Legal Education Continuum in a Vision of the JD” (Presentation delivered as part of the Plenary Roundtable at ‘Educating the Whole Lawyer’, Joint Conference of the Association of Canadian Clinical Legal Education and the Canadian Association of Law Teachers, Faculty of Law, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, 9 June 2017).

Kate Glover. “Constitutional Values and the Case for Court Reform” (Paper delivered at The Canadian Confederation: Past, Present and Future Conference, Université de Montreal, Montreal, QC, 16-18 May 2017).


Grants and Awards

Other

Kate Glover, Wade Wright, co-convenors with Michael Pal, and Richard Albert, of a conference called “Re-writing the Canadian Constitution” (To be held at Boston College Law School and the Clough Center for the Study of Constitutional Democracy, in partnership with the Public Law Research Groups of Western University and the University of Ottawa, 19-20 October 2017).

Doug Ferguson and Community Legal Services organized the annual Access to Justice Symposium, March 24, 2017. The topic was “Access to Justice: Innovative Tools for a Profitable Practice.” Attendance was over 125 persons, mainly from the London bar.